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Using the same innovative production technique and brilliant aesthetic cheered by parents,

educators, and children alike in the acclaimed TouchThinkLearn series, here is an alphabet that

literally adds a new dimension to learning. Raised die-cut pieces nestled in mirroring indented

cut-outs engage readers on both visual and tactile levels. An impressive gift, this exquisitely

executed design object is above all else a fabulously fun and educationally essential alphabet book.
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Absolutely beautiful! This is a wonderful addition to my kids collection of books. The graphics are

stunning and the quality is excellent. My kid loves to trace the cut out letters with his hands while I

read out the letters to him. Highly recommend!

This is a truly unique ABC book! It's impressive size quickly captures your attention, and when you

turn the first page and discover the raised letters and offsetting die cut designs, it's impossible to put

this book down until you've thoroughly explored each page. From Alligators and Birds to a final herd

of zebras, the graphics are arresting and innovative. An effective use of empty space makes the

pictures really pop, and the cut outs and raised letters draw both the finger and the eye, eager to

explore each letter and its accompanying illustration. Kids will be fascinated by the letters and how



they fit into their reverse designs.Bold colors, texture elements, and unique design make this

offering stand out among the ABC genre. This book is well constructed and sturdy, sure to stand up

to plenty of repeat reads. I can't think of a more interesting introduction to the alphabet.*This book

received from the publisher for review purposes

Just received this book, and wow! Absolutely beautiful! Such high quality! Colorful and unique! My

daughters are going to love this book for a long time.
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